Featured Technologies:

**Storybird**
Storybird lets anyone make visual stories in seconds. We curate artwork from illustrators and animators around the world and inspire writers of any age to turn those images into fresh stories.

**Tumblr**
A popular blogging platform that makes it easy to get started.

**Teachit Timer**
A free, online timer that only requires a web browser. Use it to time any of your classroom activities.

**WordPress**
Start a WordPress blog or create a free website in seconds. Choose from over 200 free, customizable themes.

Faculty Tech. Users:

**Jenny Peters**
Student Development

**Tom Moran**
ASL

Check out your colleagues' best tech. tips!
Find out more about technologies being used by your colleagues.
Visit the web site for a technology.
Get more information on this technology and how BC Faculty are using it.
If you use this technology, claim it and share your tips by clicking here.